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Evening Students

Recent Thefts in Library
Lead to Changes
Cameras and Card Swipers to be Installed

BY ALEXANDRA HILL

BY SADIE SANCHEZ

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Evening students frustrated with early poll closings in last
week's SBA runoff election are protesting the results which have
Nathan Williams winning by 15 votes. The polls for the runoff elec
tion closed at 6:30.

As a response tothe increase
of the thefts in the Jacob Burns
Law Library, there will soon be
cameras and card swipers in
stalled. In the meantime, expect
to be delayed at the doors while
the guards check your student ID
picture and to be greeted by a po
lice officer at every turn in the li
brary.
In a meeting held last Fri
day, the law schooldeans met with
Scott B. Pagel, director of the li
brary, to discuss and finalize the
initiatives to be taken to reduce the
number of thefts and other related
incidents occurring in the law li
brary.
Some changes will take ef
fect immediately, others will be
realized in the "relatively near fu
ture," said Associate Dean John S.
Jenkins.
Security cameras are going
to be installed in various places
throughout the library and possi
bly throughout the building. At
the onset, they will at least be
placed at the entrances to the li
brary.
This is not an unheard of
measure to be taken. "A number
of other local law schools [includ
ing American and Catholic Uni
versities] have already have cam
eras," said Pagel.
Students can also expect to
have to run their ID cards through
turnstile machines similar to those
at the Smith Center and Gel man
Library.
In addition to the cameras

"It seems like because they were informed
that the evening students were concerned
about the initial election, it's inconceivable
that they were not aware that we wanted to
vote. Someone decided consciously to
disregard these concerns and bar us
from voting."
-Linda Stein, 1L evening student
The Student Bar Association ("SBA") held elections for next
year's student positions on Wednesday, February 23, 1999. Among
the positions voted upon were President, evening Vice P resident,
day Vice President and representatives for each class. For a month
The SBA bylaws state the President must receive a forty percent
majority to win. Not infrequently, this does not happen, and a run
off election is then held between the two candidates who received
the most votes. This year, no candidate received a majority and the
SBA held a runoff-election on Thursday, February 24, 1999 per the
regulations set forth in the bylaws, and advertised by the SBA. The
two candidates were Nathan Williams and Rich Sugennan.
The initial SBA election, held on Tuesday, was scheduled to
have the polls close at 8 pm. Jonathon Neerman, an evening stu
dent running for a SBA office, expressed his concern that the polls
were not being held open late enough to accommodate evening stu
dents, to Scott Mory, the SBA President.
"On Friday [before the election] I personally talked to Scott
Mory who said that the polls were already open until 8. I explained
to him that evening student who arrive on campus at6 and go straight

See ELECTIONS pg 3

ing protecting people without
alienating [them and yet] avoid
ing a police state library," said
Pagel.
Pagel, who has worked in
the library for five and a half years,
said he knows that in the past the
staff has had a "hard time of get
ting students to show IDs," but
stresses the necessity of such a
system.
Jenkins "recognize[s] that
this will mean a backup" at the
entrances, but thinks that such a
procedure is necessary to "ensure
that individuals coming into the
library are properly authorized."
Another temporary safety
"Given the frequency
measure will be what Jenkins re
[of the incidents, it is
ferred to as "roving patrol" in the
probably] an outside form of a uniformed police officer
who will walk around all levels of
person,either an
the library.
individual or a couple
Pagel, an associate profes
offriends have found sor, said that while no library is
"immune" to thefts, the number
an environment that
reported "this spring has ... be
is lax about watching come appalling." Healso said that
the finds these situations "disturb
their stuff."
ing" and is ""always concerned
-Scott B. Pagel,
[with] safety."
Reports of thefts are coming
Library Director
at least twice a week at a mini
mum, according to Pagel. He said
these reports make the library
lock up the microwaves.
However, in the interim "helpless and vulnerable."
However, this number of
while the contractors submit bids
and the equipment is ordered, door incidents is "not any more than
guards have been instructed to any of the other academic build
take a "more careful look at IDs," ings on campus,." said Anthony
Roccogrande of the GW police
said Jenkins.
Jenkins added that these department.
Indeed, this "library prob
safety measures are "not done to
lem is part of a [bigger] problem
harass or be mean."
These resolutions were
See THEFTS pg 2
made with the notion of "balanc
and the card swiping system, an
other permanent security feature
to be added is chains installed at
certain desks or work stations for
laptop computers to be locked.
Students will have the option of
checking out locks and keys at th
e
circulation desk in order to keep
their laptops firmly bolted to the
table while they wander to copy
cases, use the restroom, or just
stretch. These chains will re
semble those that are currently
employed in the hard lounge to

New Assistant Dean Arrives
From State Department
BY DAVID H ALE

News Editor
New Assistant Dean of Students
Renee DeVigne began her first week with
a breakfast to meet students as part of her
efforts to orient herself to the school.
"I really look forward to getting to
know the student body, faculty and staff,"
DeVigne said. "It's a little early to have
formed an agenda yet. First I want to listen
and learn the history and culture of the
school so that I can better understand its
needs."
DeVigne comes to the law school
from the State Department, where she was
Associate Legal Council to the Inspector
General. At the State Department she
handled legal issues for the United States
Information Agency and the Arms Control

and Disarmament Agency. She joined the relating to issues confronting three foreign
State Department when the United States affairs agencies: the State Department, the
Information Agency was merged with State U.S. Information Agency, and the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency. Her
in 1996.
Before working for the United States duties ranged from drafting legislative
DeVigne worked as special counsel to amendments to the applicationof Federal
Georgetown University after working at regulations toadministration of government
Georgetown for eight years as Acting Dean contracts to handling Freedom of Informa
and Associate Dean of Students on tion Requests.
She will draw on her government
Georgetown's main campus.
Prior to her work at Georgetown, experience next fall when she begins teach
DeVigne worked for the Federal Reserve ing a Government Lawyering seminar.
In the mean time, DeVigne is hoping
Board as an attorney. She attended
Georgetown University for both under to get oriented as quickly as possible.
"I want students to feel that they can
graduate and law school.
Working for the State Department for walk into my office at any time," DeVigne
five years "was a great experience, but said.
DeVigne is excited and optimistic
academia has other, different challenges,"
about legal education.
DeVigne said.
While working with the State Depart
See DEAN pg 11
ment, DeVigne provided legal advice to
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EDITORIAL

Are We Graduating?
BY TRAVIS SKAGGS

Features Editor
Like many members of the graduating class of 1999,1 have many
members of my family who would like to attend my graduation. And like
many members of the graduating class of 1999,1 cannot tell them anything
when they ask for more information to determine whether they would be
able to attend.
There are some things about graduation that we already know.
Graduation will be taking place on Sunday, May 30, 1999. Thanks to the
Records Office, we can find out whether we are eligible to graduate. We
also know that it c osts us $100 to graduate. That's really about it.
How many people are we allowed to invite as guests to watch us
walk across the stage, shake Dean Young's hand, and receive that piece of
paper that symbolizes our ascent into a better world, a world without law
school? I have two parents and two
grandparents who are planning to
come from Florida to watch their
little boy graduate. I also have
relatives in the area who may also
want to come. Add to this a
girlfriend, other non-classmates and
there's the potential for seven or
more invites.
Since some of these individuals are coming long distances just to
see me, they need to know in advance whether there is enough room for
them, so they can reserve hotel rooms. You see, May 30 doesn't just
happen to be our graduation, but also Memorial Day weekend. The DC
Metro area will be flooded with veterans and their relatives who will be
here to pay tribute to those who made the ultimate sacrifice so that we
may remain free. Not to mention those tourists who will use this holiday,
j which represents the start of the summer season, as an opportunity to
come see the cherry blossoms and monuments. What I' m trying to say is
that most, if not all, of the good hotels will be booked up by the time
graduation time comes, quite possibly even sooner. I n eed to be able to
reassure my loved ones (so they will stop harassing me) that they will be
able to find a place to sleep for the weekend.
Along those lines, what time during the day are we graduating?
For those with friends and relatives coming in to town only for that day,
what time to they need to plan on arriving? 9am? Noon? 2pm? While not
as immediately important, it is still a valuable piece of information for
some people who have scheduling necessities.
There is more information concerning graduation that I'd like to
know. Who is speaking at graduation? We know who's not speaking. A
survey last semester with a list of potential commencement speakers
contained names of some who would not be invited because they had
rejected an invitation in the past. Apparently no consideration was given
to the reasons, which may have been very good reasons, for why these
invitations were turned down. If the people want Jimmy Carter, then the
least we could do is invite him. What is the worst he could do, say no
again? I doubt that we'll be placed on some sort of commencement speaker
blacklist.
I'd also like to know where our graduation will take place. In
recent years, the undergrads have graduated on the Ellipse. Why don't
we get to graduate there? Is the University unable or unwilling to sponsor
its highest ranking school's graduates at such a location? Is each individual
school supposed to pay for its own graduation? These are things that we
as law students should be entitled to know. We should not be treated as
the University's whipping boy when we are the only top 20 ranked school
it has.
While I understand that it takes a lot of time and effort to put
together a graduation for about 500 students, we should be entitled to
some knowledge; after all it's two months into our final semester and
they've got our $100 non-refundable fee.
Views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of the
George Washington University Law School. House Editorials represent
the views of a majority of Nota Bene's Editorial Board. Any person
objecting to views expressed in House Editorials are invited to express
their opinions in a letter to the editor. Editorial Policies of Nota Bene
are available for inspection by any person during normal business hours.

THEFTS FROM
PG 1

number of things that the library can do
without extraordinary effort. The library
has already exhausted many of them, in
cluding posting signs at the doors and in
the restrooms, putting messages in the li
that belongs to the whole law school" and brary newsletter, and informing staff mem
bers how to handle incidents of theft.
GW community said Pagel.
Pagel and his staff have even gone
It seems that the most common items
stolen are wallets and laptops. In fact, Pagel beyond the call ofduty to occasionally leave
characterizes laptops as "easy prey" when notes on laptops warning their owners to
take better watch of their belongings.
left unattended.
As a result, the installation of cam
One unidentified male first year who
was the victim of laptop theft in early Feb eras and turnstiles has become a last resort.
ruary said that he had only left his com Pagel hopes that this technology will "act
puter alone for a few minutes while using as a deterrent" to those individuals who
the printers. He returned within five min have "snuck," as described by Jenkins, into
utes to find his computer gone and a news the library.
When a student reports a theft to the
paper complete with an address label left
library staff, the GW police are notified and
in its place.
He then traced the newspaper back take a police report, according to Pagel.
to an Eliot School Office and, according to Even as a precautionary measure, Pagel
wants anyone to report suspicious behavior
to the staff or police.
The students, faculty, and staff need
to be "the eyes and ears" of the police de
"It is vitally important that partment, concurred Roccogrande, espe
everyone takes some
cially since itis so"hard to solve these sorts
of thefts."
responsibility ...for their
Yet, the unidentified male and uni
possessions [and] be security dentified female #1 agreed that the police
were unhelpful. Unidentified female #2,
conscious [in order to]
however, di d find that the police woman
not give the thief the
who took her report "very sympathetic."
opportunity to steal"
Once the report is filed, it can be
handled
internally or externally depending
-Scott B. Pagel
on the extent crime and value of the goods
stolen. When the report concerns the law
school, a copy finds its way to Dean Jenkins
the secretary, found that the newspaper had and, if it concerns library staff, to Pagel as
indeed been taken a short time earlier. The well.
Less serious cases may be handled
vandal had been sitting in the office read
ing the newspaper and then left when she through student judicial services; more se
rious cases go to the criminal justice sys
was in another room.
This first year "asked people around tem according to Roccogrande.
The GW police "aggressively inves
if they saw anything" and got no definitive
responses. He speculated that the thief was tigates" cases and may assign detectives to
"perhaps looking for things to swipe" and pursue leads said Roccogrande.
Perhaps the most practical advice to
saw a good opportunity.
Besides the value of the $1000 refur guard against theft is modeled by the vic
bished Dell laptop, he lost all his class notes tims who claim that they will never again
and had no back up. Luckily, the computer leave their articles unattended.
The unidentified male student said
was covered under his renter's insurance
that since purchasing a new computer he
policy.
Other victims include two first year has "not let it our of [his] sight."
females with incredibly similar stories.
Unidentified female #1 also never
Both women saythat they were study leaves her bag alone anywhere and no
ing in the lower level cubicles and had their longer keeps her driver's licensein her book
wallets stolen between 2:30 and 2:45 p.m. bag.
Both women report that their credit cards
Pagel admits that "you can't stop
were used on multiple occasions at DC gas someone from getting in with the system
stations for small amounts totaling less we have now." Student ID cards are not a
hindrance to outside thieves who simply can
than $20 per use.
Unidentified woman #1 said that she flash the card indiscriminately to get into
had gone to copy something around the the library by p utting a new picture over
corner from where she was sitting. She the original. This leaves the staff "frus
returned and found nothing out of place. It trated."
was not until an hour and a half later in the
"Given the frequency [of the inci
day that she realized that her wallet had dents, it is probably] an outside person,"
been lifted from inside of her backpack and Pagel, who admits he is not a criminology
the rest of her belongings were left undis expert, says, "either an individual or a
couple of friends have found an environ
turbed.
Unidentified woman #2 had put her ment that is laxabout watching their stuff."
head down for a ten-minute nap and left
"You can follow the trail of a thief
her backpack hanging from the back of her like a trail of a rat," he postulated by fol
chair. She said she "woke up and it was lowing the "droppings."
Furthermore, Pagel believes that you
gone." She immediately reported the theft
cannot determine a person is a thief by sim
to the library staff.
Later in the day, she went back to the ply looking at him or her; he instead finds
library and randomly looked around. She behavior to be more determinative.
found her backpack on a desk on the oppo Roccogrande concurred.
site side of the same level where she had
Perhaps the thief is simply"bold" as
snoozed.
the unidentified male suggested.
Both women also estimated that it has
"I do not underestimate the intelli
or will, respectively, take about 2 weeks to gence of a thief," Pagel emphasized.
replace most items in their wallets.
Therefore, "it is vitally important that
Moreover, unidentified woman #2 everyone takes some responsibility ...for
stresses that the "stuff will be a big pain in their possessions [and] be securityconscious
the ass to replace."
[in order to] not give the thief the opportu
Pagel says that there is onlya limited nity to steal
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ELECTIONS FROM P G 1
to class wouldn't be able to vote unless they were held
open until 8:30. He said he'd talk to Mark Berkemeier
[SBA Elections Chair] and get back to me. I then talked to
Mark, who was great, he said no problem," said Jonathon
Neerman, 1L evening student.

"If the evening students had all been
able to vote, the election could have
gone a different way. There are
certainly more than 15 people who
didn't have the opportunity to vote."
The polls were open until 8pm for the election, but
for the run-off election the following day, th e polls were
closed at 6:30pm. Consequently, many evening students
were unable to vote.
"It seems like because they were informed that the
evening students were concerned about the initial election,
it's inconceivable that they were not aware that we wanted
to vote. Someone decided consciously to disregard these
concerns and bar us from voting," said Linda Stein, 1L
evening student.
"Didn't the SBA realize that evening students still
have the same time constraints 24 hours later? I mean, it
makes me wonder whether they consider us at all," said
another 1L evening student, concerned about the election.
Sean Grygiel, SBA 1L representative, went to the
SBA election ratification meeting to contest the election,
upon the urging of his 1L constituents. After hearing his
concerns, the SBA (including Grygiel) unanimously voted
to uphold the election, and the election wasratified. Nathan
Williams won by 15 votes.
"If the evening students had all been able to vote,
the election could have gone a different way. There are
certainly more than 15 people who didn't have the oppor
tunity to vote," said a 1L evening student.
When questioned about the controversy, Scott Moiy
defended the SBA decision to ratify the election.
"Nathan [Williams] left to go ou t of town and we
felt that if we left the polls open later we would be unfair
to him - he would lose time when he could be campaign
ing. If we had left the polls open without letting him know
ahead of time, he could rightfully have contested the elec
tion," said Scott Mory, SBA President.
"I understand their not wanting to drag the election
on, but it's more the principle that we're disregarded than
anything," said Linda Stein, 1L evening.
In general, evening students complain that they do
not receive the same opportunities and representation that
day students receive, in the SBA and elsewhere. Most

Time it Running Out!
Write for Nota Bene
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evening students have severe time constraints due to full
time work, but do not want to be excluded from law school
life. Activities that are scheduled after 8pm at night, or on
the weekends, are some of the few that the majority of
evening students can participate in.
"In general, evening student are an afterthought. If
we're lucky someone says 'what about the night students'
after they've already made their plans. The real issue is
school services. The SBA and other groups take their cue
from the administration. Realistically, not everything done

"In general, evening student are an
afterthought If we're lucky someone
says 'what about the night students'
after they've already made their plans.
The real issue is school services...
Realistically, not everything done for
day students is applicable or desirable
for evening students, but the
administration needs to be more
proactive."
-Brian Kaider, ELSA Secretary.
for day students is applicable or desirable for evening stu
dents, but the administration needs to be more proactive,"
said Brian Kaider, ELSA Secretary.
On Tuesday, March 9, 1999, partially in response to
the controversy surrounding theSBA elections, the Evening
Law Student Association ("ELSA") will be holding a meet
ing at 8pm. At this meeting, they intend to draft a formal
memorandum to the Dean outlining some concerns held
by evening students. When informed of this meeting, Scott
Mory stated that he would like a SBA representative to
attend.
"Evening students are an important part of the law
school -all parties need to commit themselves to keep the
lines of communication open. The SBA can't address con
cerns that we don't know about," said Scott Moiy, SBA
President.

3L's Share Your
Are you a Deans Fellow?
Working in a clinic?
Do you do humanitarian
work?
The Nota Bene is interested in
profiling 3L's to share their
experiences with the law school
community.
Students interested in being
profiled should leave their name
and contact information with
David Hale (3L Day)
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5BA Ignores Evening Students
BY JONATHON N EERMAN

When my colleagues and I first started the evening
ogram last semester, we were filled with typical first ar enthusiasm. We all looked forward to participating
moot court, journals and different student organizations,
f course, between working full time and other responsilities, many of us simply would not have the time to cornit. Moreover, our classes are from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.,
ten leaving us too tired to participate. Most of us, how'er, intended to find time to participate in something.
It quickly became evident that our restrictions
ould not be self-imposed, but instead imposed by the stu:nt clubs and the Student Bar Association. Evening stu:nts are precluded from most opportunities to interact
ith t he rest of the law school community: clubs have
eir meetings at 6:00, speakers are often invited to speak
the law school during the afternoons and "Thirsty
mrsday's" are at 5:00. I am told that these campus acities serve to enhance the law school experience, but we
11 never know because we will always be in class.
Perhaps the most egregious offense, however, ocrred last week during the Student Bar Association's an
al officers' elections. The SBA leadership planned an
borate scheme to insure that the voices of the evening

SBA Election
Results
President:
N a t h a n W il l i a m s

Vice President (day):
Katie Callahan

Vice President (eve):
Sean Grygiel
3L Day Reps:
Adam Braverman
Adam Greene
Andrew Nietor
Ibuku Oksayna
3L Eve Rep:
Phil Goldberg
2L Day Reps:
Omolade Akinbolaji
Robyn Herman
Jamie Pizzirusso
Joanne Vella
2L Eve Rep:
Brian Kaider

students would be thwarted at every turn. This conspiracy
ended with the ultimate violation: refusing evening stu
dents the right to vote.
Throughout the entire election process, the SBA
attempted to thwart the views and voices of the evening
students. First, any student running for President or VicePresident was required to attend the Candidate's Forum so
that students could ask candidates questions. Rather than
having the program in the evening the SBA started the
program at 4:30. The only evening students who attended
were those who arrived for class early. In addition, the
two evening students running for VP of the Evening Stu
dents (of which I was one) had to leave work early just to
attend the required form.
Second, the SBA tried to prevent evening students
from voting by closing the polls at 8:00. Most evening
students arrive on campus a few minutes before class, and
there may not havebeen enough time during the class break
for everyone to vote. When I explained to SBA President
Scott Mory that the polls need to be opened longer, he said
"well, we're keeping them open until 8:00." Well thanks
Scott, but that does us no good. To his credit, the Elec
tions Chair Mark Berkemeyer decided to keep the polls

open until 8:30.
After twice failing to prevent evening student
participation in the elections, the SBA election conspiracy
reached its high-point. After none of the presidential can
didates captured a majority of votes, a run-off election was
planned forThursday. Imagine our surprise when we went
to vote during our class break (at 6:50), and found that the
polls had closed at 6:30! Closing the polls so early pre
cluded nearly 25% of the student body from participating,
and further alienating evening students in the process.
So I want to congratulate Scott Mory and the
DSBA (Day Student Bar Association) for successfully sup
pressing the vote of the evening students. But don't fret
my fellow evening students, we have one last hope: new
DSBA President Nathan Williams. In his pre-election can
didate profile printed in this newspaper, Mr. Williams wrote
that he wants to "improve the quality of life for ALL stu
dents." If he is serious, I encourage Mr. Williams to show
his leadership by invalidating the run-off election results
and allow evening students to participate. Otherwise, the
DSBA lacks the mandate to represent the entire student
body.

Shut the Hell Up
As part of my continuing efforts to instruct you in
the simple items of etiquette which you mother apparently
did not, I turn this week to talking.
Contrary to what appears to be a fairly common be
lief at this school, there are times and places where it is
inappropriate to speak to others, at least at a level above a
whisper Sometimes it is even inappropriate to whisper.
For those of you who continue to be unenlightened, I will
now list places where it is —or is not — appropriate to talk.
To start, outside the building almost anything short
of shouting or screeming is acceptable even during class
time. If classes are not occuring, even shouting and
screeming may be acceptable. Likewise, the two first floor
lounges can accomodate any conversation which is not in
an "outside voice."
The enclosed lounge on the second floor of t he li
brary is also a space where normal levels of conversation
are acceptable, and otherwise unoccupied classrooms are
excellent venues for conversation with oneself or others.
Other places in the library, however, are not good
choices for conversation. This includes, gentle readers, the
computer room. Unlike most formsof legal research, which
can be done in pretty much any area of the library if distur
bance warrents moving, research on the computer can only
be done in the lab. That means that the person who is try
ing to plumb the depths of British antiterrorism cases, ef
fectively available only on Lexis, must pause to endure
your exaultations about how Duke "kicks ass" and how
your interview trip to back home last weekend was not a
complete waste since it gave you the opportunity to get
laid with an old girlfriend you haven't seen since high

BY DAVID HALE

school.
Similarly, no matter what factors may indicate oth
erwise, there is not one single viable reason to make a
cellular call from the computer room. It is 20 feet to the
hallway outside the library. It is 100 feet to the enclosed
lounge, a room built, in part, to house phone conversa
tions. This cell phone thing is not an isolated incident, so
I say to each of you: What the hell made you think calling
someone in the middle of a room full of people doing re
search was a good idea?
Finally, it is unacceptable to speak in a classromm
while being addressed by a professor. Obviously, one is to
respond to questions given by the professor, but with this
single exception, speaking during class is really
, really rude.
The real issue here is the one to five minutes of con
versation between students which continues after the pro
fessor has begun class, stopping temporarily only until the
point when the professor even vaguely implies that he may
begin to start to think about considering mentioning what
might possibly be the topic for the next class.
For those of you are misinformed, "Tomorrow we'll
be looking at..." is not shortand for "Please pack up your
belongings as loudly as possible and begin dis
cussing your
weekend with the person two rows ahead of you." I would
have included an example of what comes after the elipse,
but I hav e yet to hear it.
In sum, my request is simple enough. Shut the hell
up. And pick up after yourselves. I me an it. The rest of us
aren't going to take it much longer.
Next Issue: David confesses how he too is rude.

Do YOU AGREE? DISAGREE?
Nota Bene WANTS TO KNOW!

WRITE A LETTER TO THE EDITOR
AND T ELL US WHAT YOU T HINK!
LETTERS FOR NEXT ISSUE DUE 3~ / / 99
IN THE RECORD 'S OFFICE
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Save the Children: Don't Ask
Stupid Questions
"There is no such thing as a stupid question." That's
what our teachers always told us growing up, right? It
was supposed to comfort our anxiety about asking them
questions in front of our peers. Although that saying may
have served a good purpose in elementary school, most of
us have since come to realize that it is completely untrue.
Of course there is such thing as a stupid question. "Would
you like to take the 'voluntary' library gift off your tuition
bill?" is an excellent example.
Unfortunately for most law students, some of our
classmates still seem to be convinced that there is no such
thing as a stupid question. This creates a problem when
valuable class time, which is supposed to be spent discuss
ing concepts that will be on the final, is wasted entertain
ing someone's curiosity about a peripheral issue. Recently
as I sat in class listening to a student unleash a relentless
barrage of irrelevant inquiries, I calculated how much this
student's stupid questions were costing me in tuition dol
lars. Fifteen classes a week times fourteen weeks makes
210 classes in a semester. Divide that number into $12,000
tuition per semester, and each class period costs a whop
ping $57.10. With each class period lasting 50 minutes,
each minute of class time wasted on stupid questions costs
you $1.07 in tuition dollars. Of course, after paying the
interest on your student loans you will actually have paid
more in the neighborhood of $2 per minute.
For simplicity's sake, let's round down to $1 per
minute and see how much stupid questions can cost an
entire section of students over the course of a semester.At
$1 per minute, each minute spent answering stupid ques
tions costs a section of 100 students $100. (You guessed
it: Math major). Of course, much more than one minute is
spent answering stupid questions during any given class
period. We've all sat in classes where a good 35-40 min
utes were chewed up by students who use their free time

thinking up ludicrous hypotheticals instead of socializing.
For the sake of our calculations, however, let's use the con
servative estimate of five minutes wasted on stupid ques
tions in each class period. In that case, a section of 100
students pays a total of $500 on stupid quest
ions each class
period. Thus, over the course of a semester (210 classes),
stupid questions will cost that section a staggering
$105,000. Adding in the interest from loan repayment,
the actual cost to that section is more like $210,000 per
semester. (I don't want to begin to think about what stu
pid questions cost the law school as a whole.)
Of course, no economic discussion is complete with
out considering opportunity costs. I have a true story that
I think will illustrate the point. A few weeks ago I was
watching T.V when one of those"Save the Children" com
mercials came on. As usual, I ran and grabbed my check
book to make a donation. You can imagine my dismay
when I found I had already written my last check to make
the $50 "voluntary" library gift. Then I heard the woman
on the commercial tell me how I could feed a starving
child for just 79 cents a day. "Just 79 cents a day — the
price of a cup of coffee." When I finished wondering if
this woman had discovered Starbucks yet, I gra bbed my
calculator. To my horror, I found that $105,000 would
feed a starving child for 133,000 days. That's 364 years!
You see, fellow law students, stupid questions are killing
the children. So if you're one of those people who doesn't
know how to ask a question unless it begins with a "What
If," please, for the sake of the children, think next time
before you raise your hand.
I realize, however, that an appeal to humanitarian
motives may not be the best argument to deter stupid ques
tion askers. It seems clear that most stupid question askers
have difficulty with the concept of Other People. For this

reason I have decided to express the opportunity costs
stupid questions in terms that appeal to various grou
with which the stupid question askers may identify.
Environmentalists: For $105,000, you could reft
est 983 acres of Northwestern timberland, clean 742 mi
of oil-covered coastline, and save 3,835 spotted owls (<
cept there aren't that
many left).
Conservatives: For $105,000, you could buy 10,0
copies of the Starr Report, 500 recording wires for Lin
Tripp, and four Paula Jones nose jobs.
Liberals: For $105,000, you could pay Clinton's
gal bills for about six days, save Social Security for .<
people, or pay one eighth of the settlement for the Pan
Jones lawsuit (even though Bill's innocent).
Bar Reviewers: With $1 05,000, you could pa> f<
5000 $2 cover charges, buy 45.000 $1 beers,and 12 montJ
of rehab.
Future Professors: For $105,000 you could hi
10,000 pairs of polyesterslacks, 5,000 non-matching twee
coats (complete with elbow patches), and three lifetin
memberships to the Hair Club for Men.
There now, I hope you stupid question askers reali?
how much waste youcreate. Maybe now you'll think twic
before wasting your classmates' time and money. If yc
fail to mend your evil ways, though don't be surprised
at the end of the semester you get a bill from your clas:
mates. If, however, your guilty conscience has gotten t
you and you have decided to change your ways, you nee
to be aware that it may be difficult for you at first to si
through an entire class period without opening your mout
No matter how hard it is, though, you must never forget
CLASS IS NOTTHE PLACE FOR STUPIDQUESTIONS
(That's what office hours are for.)

Now I Have to Pay to Graduate!?
BY ROBIN GONZALE

I got my law school bill not long ago and it made me
sick. Let me share it with you:
Tuition—Main Campus: $11,4600.00 (ouch, but hey,
I signed up for this).
University Fee: $448.50 (I've never quite been sure
what that's all about, but, again, I figure it's just one of
those things that comes with the territory and I don't
grouse).
Voluntary Library Gift: $50.00 (I confess to deriv
ing a bit of pleasure from drawing a fine through that one
with the little pig tail curly cue thing that so succinctly
signals deletion).
Graduation Application Fee: $100.00
The last line catches my attention. They can't be
serious, think. They have just squeezed $11,908 out of me
for the sixth time in a row (that's $71,448 for those of you
trying to do math) AND THEY CAN'T EVEN TOSS IN
GRADUATION?
I shake my head in disgust as I prepare to write the
lousy $100 check when the phone rings. Nickel and dime
me to death I m utter under my breath. But wait. My best
friend is getting married that day and I'm in the wedding.
Slam dunk. Gotta go to the wedding.
So yesterday I went to the Record's Office to ask
them how I go about getting this $100 fee deleted from my

bill. And herein comes the answer that prompted me to
write to you instead of writing the Brief I have coming
due: (paraphrased) "I'm really sorry, but um even if you
go to Rice they can't delete that." Now, you don't under
stand, I say, I can't go. I don't need the tickets or the gown
or the funky hat or whatever. I can't go. "Yes, um, I
understand. It's a new policy. See, Dean Jenkins attended
some blahbedy blah blah Committee and he voted um I'm
sorry but you have to pay that. I agree with you that it's
terrible." (Again, this is paraphrased, but you get the idea).
I have joked nowfor two years that I would get around
to writing that list of the top 100 reasons why this law
school will never see a penny of my money after I leave. I
have jokingly shared my fantasy with my friends, that ev
ery year I would get that Fund Raising Drive Solicitation,
and every year I would lecture to the poor volunteer why I
wouldn't give that year and then scratch that reason off
my list. After I was finished, I laughed, I would start con
tributing. I n ever really meant it. It was just my way of
getting all those little indignities that we endure as GW
Law Students from an administration that seems to derive
pleasure from making our lives miserable off of my chest.
I now find that I need not go to the trouble of mak
ing the list. I simply need to write "$1.00 for Graduation
Fee for graduation I could not attend" one hundred times.
I guess I should thank Dean Jenkins for making my jo b
easier.

I amazed at this. Did they think we wouldn't nc
tice? Did they think "what's the big deal-$100 to a stink
ing rich lawyer?" Hot news flash—we're not rich lawyers
We're poor law students. And why, instead of tapping m
chafed wallet again, couldn't Dean Jenkins get his pre
cious fee from the Undergrads. That $100 represents 0.14^
of my overall tuition. He couldn't negotiate that back fron
Trachtenburg?
And why wasn't I notified? No note of explanatioi
in my mailbox, no letter of explanation accompanying thi
bill. Just there it is. I think to myself, "I wonder wha
Dean Jenkins' reaction would be if he went to his mailbo>
today and found a bill for something he never ordered
Would he pay it? What if the company had the power tc
hold his credit card rating over his head? Or his bar appli
cation?
I close by noting what a stupid business decision this
was. I am a second semester third year law student. If I
were the administration, I would be doing everything pos
sible to make me feel all warm and fuzzy about my alma
mater and to make me keenly aware and happy about my
"obligations" as soon-to-be alum. Instead, I l eave with a
bad taste in my mouth.
You know, the sad thing is, if he'd only snuck it into
my tuition—$15.00 a semester for six semesters—I would
never have noticed. Enjoy my $100, Dean. It will be my
last.
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Geek Cinema
Rushmore

sional comeuppance (which is so necessary with this char
acter). Max is a fully formed character, and a wonderful
one at that. For a wonderful time, you could do a hell of a
lot worse. Grade: A

There are select movies that are able to stand alone
as the representative of a narrowly defined genre of film.
Star Wars for fantasy/science fiction. The Godfather (or
its sequel, though not sequels) for the mobster genre. Geek
8MM
cinema now has its champion. Sure, you could argue that
(by Cheryl, NOT Travis, because he didn't have time
it already has a champion. But I'm sorry, Weird Science to see many movies this week)
(or even possibly Revenge of the Nerds) just doesn't work
too well for me as such an emissary. Oh, they have their
Last Friday, the night before I participated in the
place, but now they have been dethroned.
Trial Court Competition, I should have been preparing my
Max Fischer (played wonder
case. Instead, I was wasting my time
at the movies. And I literally mean
fully
by
newcomer Jason
wasting my time. That's because I
Schwartzman) is unlike any charac
saw 8MM.
ter in cinema or reality. A fifteenI wanted to see this movie be
year-old student at Rushmore Acad
cause I am madlyin love with Nicolas
emy, a prep school not unlike all the
Cage. And I wanted to procrastinate.
thousands that seem to pop up in the
What
I got was two hours of Joel
New England area, Max is obsessed
Shumacher
finally getting to make a
with his school. He is the founder or
movie
about
porn (thanks Travis!).
president of every club the school
The
movie
revolves around a
possesses, including such a necessity
crude
8MM
reel
of
an alleged "snuff
as the beekeepers club. His theatri
film."
A
rich
widow,
w ho has found
cal society createda realistic portrayal
the
film
amongst
her
husband's pos
of Scarface. Max is a true geek, who
sessions,
hires
Tom
Welles
(Cage), a
is oblivious to those who snicker
small-town private investigator, to
about him, to the true realities of life.
find out if the film is for reel.
Max is failing out of Rushmore
Welles gets paid tons of money
Academy. He is spending too much
to travel all over the country, trying
effort on his extracurricular activities
to find the identity of the girl in the
and is spending much less time on
film and who made it and whether or
such unimportant things, such as
not she's still alive.
studying. He has also fallen obses
Along the way he meets Max
sively in love withMiss Chase (Olivia
California (Joaquin Phoenix), who
Williams, who is worthy of such ob
By Travis SKaggs
sessive Yove), a first grade teacher
works at an adult book store, but is
F&atur&s Editor
who happens to share an interest in
really smart despite that fact, and can
Jacques Cousteau. But Max is not the
get Welles into the underground por
only one to love Miss Cross.
nography arena.
Max has formed a bond with Mr. Blume (Bill Murray,
So the Batman-and-Robin-esq duo search for an
who was robbed of an Oscar nomination), Rushmore swers, putting themselves and Welles' wife and baby girl
Academy's most successful graduate, a man with cretin in danger along the way. Lots of shootings occur, and lots
ous twins, an unloving wife, and no will to live. Blume of people die. Yawn. There were also lots of clips of por
sees a bit of himself in the resourceful Max, so the two nographic movies, depicting all sorts of pleasant activi
become fast friends and partners. However, war begins ties. Woohoo.
when Blume does the unthinkable, when he falls for Miss
By the end of the movie you don't even care what
Cross. What transpires next is so refreshing in a world of happened to the girl in the snuff film. Yet Shumacher
twin meteoric disaster films and Ben Affleck.
beats you over the head with a moral anyway: that there
What makes Max such a wonderful character is that are good people out there willing to risk their lives and
he is both unrealistic, yet fully fleshed out so that it seems murder in order to find out the truth.
that he could be in the desk next to you in homeroom. His
Maybe I missed the point.
focus and drive know no bounds. He is both a character
Kudos must be given toPhoenix's performance, how
you want to root for and beat up. He is so oblivious to the ever. He's been a favorite of mine ever since Return to
real world that when he is expelled from Rushmore, he Paradise. His portrayal of Max, an under-appreciated
continues his skewed agenda, this time in the public high musician who reads Truman Capote underneath a porn
school. He is rude, obnoxious, but has such a winning magazine, was both funny and touching. Cage was merely
personality and attitude that you just can't help but cheer mediocre. Grade: D+
him on, though you are still happy when he gets his occa

Cinematio
Ramblings

Dean's Puzzle Corner
By Dean Leslie
Finances can sometimes call for you to
come up with innovative solutions to your study
problems.
Imagine that two 1L's, Daniel an d Delilah, go
to Washington Law Do oks. They intend to buy a
hornbook for Constitutional Law. Daniel is short $2
and Delilah is short $24 the price of the hornbook.
Decause of their shortage in mon ey they decide to pool t heir resources, buy one
book, and share it. After pooling the money, however, to his astonishment, Daniel
discovers that he still does not have enough money to buy the book. How muc h
does the hornbook cost?
Solution on pg 11

Life on
the Web...
BY ANDREA CH EMPINSKJ

Editor-in-Chief

This weeks picks:
Yuka Sato
http://visions.8implcnel.com/skatc/vuka.html
An elegant site devoted to the figure skating
world champion.
Wav Central
http://wavcentral.com/
Customize your computer with soundfiles
from s ome of the top movies and tv shows.
CNET Builder.com
http://www.builder.com/
The one stop place for webmasters. Whether
just beginning or a longtime designer looking toward
the future - CNET's got it something for everyone.
Funtrivia
http://www.funtrivia.com/
The place to look up all kinds of those irritat
ing little factoids to toss into conversation. Did you
know that the pyramids in Egypt were actually built 4
miles away from where they are currently today due to
the shifting plate boundaries?
Hampsterdance
http://www.hampsterdance.coni/
A must view fora good laugh! Be sure you've
got the sound on or you just won't get the full effect.
George Carlin
http://georgecarlin.com/
His official website - not for the faint of heart
Swimsuit 99
http://www.cnnsi.com/features/1999/8wimsuit/
The online version ofSports Illustrateefs most
popular issue.
Funerals to Die For
http://www.funeralstodiefor.com/
Why let someone else plan it? Go ahead and
start yours today.
All Soup All the Time
http://www.souprecipe.coni/
Everything from Apricot Lentil Soup to Zuc
chini Soup with all kinds of chilis, chowders and plain
ol* good soups in between.
SimCity Online
http://www.simcitv.com/
As ifit wasn't addictive enoughalready - now
you can play it on the web!
Do you have a web page that you think oth
ers would find interesting? Or did you just stumble
across something so strange it just had to be shared?
Either way feel free to drop me a line at
hoo@hooloovoo.com and give me yoursuggestions for
future columns. And heck, if you really have that much
time to kill surf on over to my page at http://
www.hooloovoo.com/

Please contact
Travis Skaggs, 3L Day
if you are interested in
working on the
Features Pages.
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The Second Annual Pick-the-Oscars Contest

That's right, it's that time of year
again. Time to show how much better
you are at choosing just who will walk
away with the little gold, bald man. The
rules are simple. Just be the one with the
most correct answers and you walk away
with the prize, which shall be named later
(when I finally come around to it, though
it will be a really bad movie). You will
also have the glory of having your name
printed in a column may even get read,
though don't hold your breath. Just se
lect who you believe to bethe winner, and
turn them in to my box (Travis Skaggs,
3L Day). For the tie-breaker, I have cho
sen a category that no one has ever seen a
single entry, Best Live-Action Short Film.
If you have actually seen any of these
films, you scare me. And now on with

Best Actor

Roberto Benigni, Life is Beautiful
Tom Hanks, Saving Pri vate Ryan
Ian McKellen, Gods and Monsters
Nick Nolte, Affliction
Edward Norton, American History X
Best Actress

Cate Blanchett, Eliz abeth
Fernanda Montenegro, Central Station
Gwyneth Paltrow, Shakespeare in
Love
Meryl Streep, One True Thing
Emily Watson, Hilary and Jackie
Best Supporting Actor

thp nnminppc

James Coburn, Affliction

Best Picture

Ed Harris, The Truman Sho w
Geoffery Rush, Shakespeare in Love
Billy Bob Thornton, A Simple Plan

Elizabeth
Life is Beauti ful
Saving Private Ryan
Shakespeare in Love
The Thin Red Line

Best Supporting Actress

Kathy Bates, Primary Colors
Brenda Blethyn, Little Voice
Judi Dench, Shakespeare in Love
Rachel Griffiths, Hilary and Jackie
Lynn Redgrave, Gods and Monsters

Best Director

Roberto Benigni, Life is Beautiful
Steven Spielberg, Saving Private
Ryan
John Madden, Shakespeare in Love
Terrence Malick, The Thin Red Line
Peter Weir, The Truman Sh ow

<ifcj Ata

Kjjw

Best Foreign-Language Film

Central Station, Brazil
Children of Heaven, Iran

nfcr

Marc Shaiman, Patch Adams
Stephen Schwartz and Hans Zimmer,
The Prince of Egypt
Stephen Warbeck, Shakespeare in
Love

Best Original Screenplay

Warren Beatty and Jeremy Pikser,
Bulworth
Vincenzo Cerami and Roberto Benigni,
Life is Beautiful
Robert Rodat, Saving Private Ryan
Marc Norman and Tom Stoppard,
Shakespeare in Love
Abdrew Niccol, The Truman Show
Best Adapted Screenplay
Bill Condon, Gods and Monsters
Scott Frank, Out of Sight
Elaine May, Primary Colors
Terrence Malick, The Thi n Red Line
Best Cinematography
A Civil Action
Elizabeth
Saving Private Ryan
Shakespeare in Love
The Thin Red Line
Best Original Musical or Comedy
Score

Randy Newman, A Bu g's Life
Matthew Wilder, David Z ippel, and
Jerry Goldsmith, Mulan

Best Dramatic Score

David Hirschfelder, Elizabeth
Nicola Piovani, Life is Beautiful
Randy Newman, Pleasantville
John Williams, Saving Private Ryan
Hans Zimmer, The Thin Red Line
Best Song
"I Don't Want to Miss a Thing"
from Armageddon
"The Prayer" from Quest for
Camelot
Horse Whisperer
"That'll Do" from Babe: Pig in the
City
"When You Believe" from The
Prince of Egypt
Best Live-Action Short Film (TieBreaker)
Culture
Election Night (Valgaften)
Holiday Romance
La Carte Postale (The Postcard)
Victor

-afer - afej

WHY GO ANYWHERE
ELSE?

Contemplating Failure

I can not write this poem.
My p en, like an infant
Contemplating his first steps,
Or like me, after my second
Kiss — this time unplanned —
The one that meant something

The Grandfather, Spain
Life is Beautiful, Italy
Tango, Argentina
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Jacob Burns Law Library News
likely that one of those states was not Washington, DC,
Maryland, or Virginia. Although few law libraries have
state tax forms, nearly all states have followed the IRS'
lead and placed their respective forms and publications on
BY JOHN MILL ER
the Internet. The quickest way to obtain state tax forms is
Reference Librarian
through the web site of the Federation of Tax Administra
tors. Their Web site address is:
Locating state and federal tax forms can be a frus
http://www.taxadmin.org/fta/
trating task, especially for law students who have lived
forms.html. Links are provided to
and worked in more than one state. Many law students
the specific location of each state's
find it difficult to track down the state forms they need in
tax forms and publications. Like the
the Washington, DC area. Fortunately, there are many
IRS forms, the state tax forms are
sources on the Internet and in the Jacob Burns Law Li
available in PDF format and Adobe
brary that can make this task easier. What follows is a
Acrobat Reader software is required
guide to locating federal and state tax information quickly
to view and print the forms.
and efficiently.
If you are unable to download
Locating Federal Tax Forms
the state tax forms and publications
you need, contact the revenue de
and Publications
partment of the state directly to re
A comprehensive collection ofmany federal tax forms quest the form(s) you need. The
and instructions can be found in the Law Library at the State Yellow Book (JK 2403. S77
Circulation Desk. Reproducible copies of the basic fed 1999) located behind the Reference
eral tax forms are published in the IRS publications, Re Desk provides the phone numbers
producible Copies of Federal Tax Forms: Laminated Tax for the re venue departments of each
Forms (Reserve KF6366 .U52) and in Package X: Refer state. Alsu, local public libraries will
ence Copies of Federal Tax Forms and Instructions (Re have state tax forms for their juris
serve KF 6366.U54a). Federal tax forms also can be found diction as veil as federal tax forms

who will discuss and demonstrate a variety of print and
electronic research sources.
Enrollment for each ofthese classes is limited. Please
use the sign up sheets at the Reference Desk on the first
floor of the Library or send an e-mail message to the in
structor listed for the program(s) you wish to attend. If
space limitations prevent you from
attending a particular session, the
Library will try to schedule a repeat
of the program at a later date.

lax Management, Inc. (Reserve KF 6301. A65 177). The
forms are arranged by number and most can be photocop
ied and filed with the IRS. Selected IRS publications can
be found in the IRS Publication 1194, Taxpayer Informa
tion Publications (Reserve KF6301 A33S45).
Federal tax forms, instructions and publications can
be retrieved from the Internal Revenue Service's web site
(http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/prod/forms_pubs/
index.html). These forms and publications are in PDF
format, which provides the official text of the document.
Freely available Adobe Acrobat Reader software is needed
to view these documents. This software is installed on the
computers in the labs on the 2nd floor of the library. The
IRS makes available a version ofthe most popular tax forms
that allows the filer to fill in the forms using the Adobe
reader, thereby creating a clean copy to file. IRS publica
tions also can be downloaded and viewed in PDF format.
Many of the most popular publications can be browsed
online without downloading them. Federal tax forms, in
structions and publications can be obtained directly from
the IRS by calling 1-800-TAX-FORM.

Instructor: Ciermaine Leahy, Head ot Kelerence/Environmental Librarian

More Tax Tips

Locating State Tax Forms and
Publications
As a law student, it is very likely that you have
worked in more than one state over the past year. It is also

Tax Breaks for Education

If you are considering applying for
the Immigration Clinic for the fall 1999
semester, or are simply curious, and you
have questions such as registration require
ments, substantive duties, etc., come to one
of the information sessions I will be hold
ing in room B-408 on Thursday, March 4th,
from noon to 12:50, and Monday, March
8th, from 5:00 to 5:50.
I will have application forms avail
able. Application forms must be turned in
to me no later than 5:00 p.m. on Tuesday,
March 9.
I expect to finalize the list of
admittees for the fall 1999 semester on Fri
day, March 12.
In addition, current Immigration
Clime students will be staffing an informa
tion table in the Burns Alcove on Monday,
March 1, from 12:00-2:00, Tuesday, March
2, from 11:00-12.00 & 1:00-2 00, Wednes
day, M arch 3, from 1 00-2:00, and Thurs
day, March 4, from 1:00-2:00. They also

Date: Wednesday, March 4,
1999 (NOTE: CORRECTED
DATE)
Time: 3-4:30pm
Location: SL110 (Stockton
Cellar in the Library)
Instructor: Leonard Klein,
Intellectual Property Librarian
Researching International
Environmental Law
Date: Thursday, March 11,
1999
Time: l-2:30pm

The Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 which went into
effect last year provides several new tax breaks for stu
Environmental Law Research Using LEXIS and
dents of higher education. There are limitations to these WESTLAW
education tax deductions and credits, especially if your
Date: Thursday, March 25, 1999
earned income is greater than a set amount. Allowable
Time: l-2:30pm
federal tax deductions and credits for higher education are
Location: SL110 (Stockton Cellar in the Library)
explained in detail in IRS Publication 970 Tax Benefits
Instructor: Germaine Leahy, Head of Reference/
for Higher Education, reproduced in Volume 1, Taxpayer Environmental Librarian
Information Publications (ReserveKF6301 .A33S45). This
publication is available from the IRS web site to download
Finding European Union Legal Materials and
or browse online. The IRS hotline at 1-800-TAX-1040 Publications on the Web
also can answer specific questions regarding federal tax
Date: Thursday, April 8, 1999
credits and deductions for higher education expenses.
Time: 3-4pm
Location: SL110 (Stockton Cellar in the Library)
Instructor: Herb Somers, Foreign/International Law
Librarian

Library Research
Sessions, Spring 1999

If you are interested in sharpening or extending your
research skills, the Jacob Burns Law Library invites you to
attend one or more of its Spring 1999 Library Research
Programs Sessions will be taught by reference librarians,

From the Immigration
Clinic...
BY PROFESSOR ALB ERTO MANUEL B ENITEZ

Researching Cyberspace
Law

will have application forms to distribute.
My students are remarkably candid
so they'll tell you the unvarnished truth
about what it's like to be a student in the
Immigration Clinic.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
WINNERS OF THE
JACOB BURNS VAN VL ECK
CONSTITUTIONAL L AW M OOT COU RT
COMPETITION:

ATTENTION FIRST-YEARS:
If you are considering registering for
the Immigration Clinic at some point be
advised that there is a prerequisite, Immi
gration Law 538, which I teach in the fall
semester. I encourage you to satisfy the
prerequisite at your first opportunity, which
in your case will be the fall 1999 semester.
Completion of the prerequisite at your first
opportunity will provide you with the flex
ibility to fit the Immigration Clinic into your
schedule later on. As a n alternative you
may satisfy the prerequisite by completing
the survey U.S. immigration law course at
another law school or during a summer
study program abroad.

A Research Seminar for Summer Associates
Date: Friday, April 16
Time: Noon-1:30pm
Location: B408
Instructors: John Miller, Reference Librarian and
Chris Reed, Government Documents Librarian

MATTHEW J. HANK
ANDREW K. NIETOR
fM;' u •. " •:

* .'••• ••%!£

x -I:'! .

AND T O T HE RUNN ERS"UP:
DEANA C AIRO
KERRI RUTTENBERG
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D.C. Law Students in Court Program Information
If you're interested in representing clients in D.C. Superior Court, read this...
Criminal Division
Student attorneys in the
Criminal Division of the DC law
Students In Court Program repre
sent clients in the Superior Court
of the District of Columbia.
The two-semester program
begins with a week of intense
training prior to the start of classes
in the fall. The week following
orientation, students will begin
picking up adult clients charged
with misdemeanor offenses, and/
or juveniles charged with commit
ting delinquent acts.
Each student in the clinic
will be the lead attorney on two or
three cases at a time. They con
duct investigation and discovery,
file motions, prepare the case, and
represent their client in court from
the first day to the conclusion of
the case. Though student attor
neys have primary responsibility,
supervisors will b present at all
court hearings and are available
to offer advice and whatever other
In DC Superior Court, law
students are known for their su
perior representation and hard
work, as well as for their innova
tive strategies, and it is our hope
to continue that tradition. The
supervising attorneys, who have
extensive litigation experience
defending people in the local
courts, enjoy and are very much
committed to training excelled
young trial lawyers.
If you intend to become a
prosecutor or a defense attorney,
do public interest work, or plan a
career in litigation, you are en
couraged to apply.
The clinic is a two semester
course for third year students, with
four pass/fail credits per semester.
To take the clinic, applicants must
have completed 41 semester hours
by the end of the second year, in
cluding courses in evidence and
criminal and civil procedure.
Interviews are required;
please bring a resume and a com
pleted application form.
If you have questions or
wish to set up an interview, please
call Ed Shacklee or Shawn Moore
at (202) 638-4798. Applicants are
welcome to speak with students
who are currently in the clinic.
Tanya Apparicio, Juanita
Ferguson, Burt Garson, Todd
Hilton, Dawn Matthews, Tracey
Moran, David Neuman, Bill
Regan, Ron Velkes, Melissa
Waiser, Michael Weitner and
Yossi Zablocki.

Civil Division
Student attorneys in this
year-long, third-year clinical pro
gram represent persons with civil
matters in DC Superior Court and
in some administrative agencies.
Clients are mainly tenants facing
eviction in the Landlord and Ten
ant Branch and consumers in the
Small Claims Branch of the

court's Civil Division.
The program is an integral
part of the delivery of legal ser
vices in the courts where the vast
majority ofdefendants do not have
legal representation.
The regular academic year
begins with a full week of orien
tation the week before regular law
schools classes start. Orientation
is essential to learning the basic
law, procedures and rules for this
type of practice and is mandatory.
Following orientation, there
are weekly Monday evening semi
nars which emphasize lawyering
and trial advocacy skills. There
is a summer/fall option which has
orientation beginning in late May;
the summer session concludes at
the end of July.

Cases which LSIC students
handle are on a fast track and are
jury triable. The student attorney
is responsible for fact investiga
tion, preparation of pleadings, mo
tions and court hearings and tri
als under the supervision of one
of the staff supervising attorneys.
Each case has a case super
visor, but is the student attorney
who develops the working rela
tionship with the client and who
must work out a plan to achieve
the client's goals within the pa
rameters of the applicable facts
and law.
A unique feature of thispro
gram is each student's "court day."
A student picks a day - Tuesday,
for example - as his or her court
day. At court on his or her day,

the student interviews prospective pervisors are Dorene Handy, Ann
clients, advises them as to their Marie Hay, Nathan Neal, Karen
rights and options, often negoti Powell and Bob Schoshinski. GW
ates with an opposing counsel and students now in the clinic are:
makes a limited appearance before Lauren Bergida, Lorien Buehler,
the sitting judge. Some of these David Conca, Marshall Knight,
persons assisted at court become Don Ridings and David Sheppard.
litigation clients of the program.
Judges may ask students to act as
Correction:
conciliators in certain cases.
LSIC has students from four
The Domestic Violence
other DC law schools participat
C
linic
and
the
ing each year. Its offices are in
D
o
m
e
s
t
i
c
V
i
o
l
e
n
ce
Chinatown at 806 7th Street NW,
Emergency
Department
Suite 300, within walking distance
to the Courthouse. Interviews are Clinic will be offered
next
Fall
on
required. Bring a resume and
Wednesdays, 3:00-4:50,
completed application form.
as
You may call one of the civil N O T T u e s d a y s ,
division supervisors at (202) 638- previously advertised.
4768 to set up an interview; su

IF YOU EVER WONDERED ABOUT THE
CLINICS, OR EVEN IF YOU HAVEN'T

COME TO THE FOLLOWING
"BROWN BAGS"
LITIGATION CLINICS: Civil Litigation, Domestic Violence,
Federal & Appellate, Immigration and Vaccine.
Thursday, March 4th
Monday, March 8th

12:00 -12:50
5:00 - 5:50

Room B-408
Room B-408

NON-LITIGATION CLINICS: Administrative Advocacy,
Consumer Mediation and Small Business.
Thursday, March 4th
Monday, March 8th

1:00 - 1:50
3:00 - 3:50

Room B-408
Room B-428

*NOTE: Some Application Deadlines are MARCH 9th
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LAW REVUE XXI
"Barely Legal"
is upon us!

Saturday, March 6
8:00 pm
Lisner Auditorium
Come find out who's the butt of this
year's jokes!
Guaranteed under 3 hours! Promise!
Starring Wendy Goldberg and a cast
of thousands! I mean hundreds!
Come find out for yourself!
Produced entirely by Law Students!
Tickets on sale now
through March 5
$8 in advance
$10 at the door

Party for all ticket
holders immediately
after the show

Nota Bene

DEAN FROM PG 1
"Right now we face a challenge in law in catching
up to technology, business, medicine, and the fast pace
changes in those areas," DeVigne said. "We are trying to
develop the conditions which need be in place for students
to reach their full potential in this changing environment."
Nonetheless, DeVigne's first priority remains learn
ing as much about the school as possible.
"I look forward to hearing from students to see what

"Right now we face a challenge in law
in catching up to technology, business,
medicine, and the fast pace changes in
those areas. We are trying to develop
the conditions which need be in place
for students to reach their full potential
in this changing environment"
-Dean DeVigne

the perceive as needs," she said. "Each school has its own
culture."
While Associate Dean of Students at Georgetown,
DeVigne was active in the administrative restructuring of
the school and was responsible for a staff of over 200. She
also created new student services including a sexual as
sault response program. In addition, she represented
Georgetown in front of DC regulatory agencies and citi
zen groups.
DeVigne is also a memebr of the Girl Scout National
Executive Advisory Committee and the Washington Ethi
cal High School Board of Directors.

PFC Solutions

Alternative t:
Let's say that the price of the
hornbook is X, Daniel h as A money and
Delilah has 13 money. So, X-2 = A an d
X-24 - 13. After pooling money (A + 13)
the hornbook's price is still greater
than their money. Therefore A + £3 =
(X-2) + (X-24) = 2X - 2 6. This is the
total amount of money that Daniel
and Delilah h ave. We are then told
that the value 2X - 2 6 is less than X.
So this means that X - 26 is less than
zero (you remember this stuff, 2X - 2 6
< X , s ubtract from both sides...). And
it also means that X < 2 6 (adding 26
to both sides). So, if you want to keep
round figures, the book c ost $25;
Daniel c ame in with $23 ($25 minus
$2); and Delilah cam in wi th $1 ( $25
minus $24).
Alternative 2:
If ma th is not your thing, and even if i t
is, there is a simpler way. If Daniel w as
short two dollars and got all of
Delilah's money, and still could not buy
the book, Delilah m ust have given him
less than two dollars—or one dollar.
Delilah was short 24 dollars to start
with, therefore the hornbook c ost 25
dollars.
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Law Scliool Calendar of Events
JVlonday, JViarck 1;
Equal Justice Foundation
Public Interest Grant
Informational Meeting
4:00 pm
L301

luesday, Marck 2 s
Branch Office Brown Bag
IP and Food & Drug Law
Participants from
Hale & Dorr, LLP
Noon
L302
Inter-Club Council Meeting
5:00 pm
S304

Career Panel
Litigation and Trial Practice
5:00 pm
LL301

^Wednesday, Marck 3 s
Oxford University
Human Rights Law Programme
Informational Open-House
5:00 pm
Faculty Lounge
(Burns 5th Floor)

Saturday, Marck 6s
Law Revue
Lisner Auditorium
8:00 pm
party to follow

Monday,

arck

8;

The Enrichment Program
Presents
Congressman Barney Frank
"The Future of Liberalism"
L301
Reception to Follow
The Great Room

Tuesday, Marck 9 s
Interviewing Strategies for
Success Workshop
part of the
12th Annual Mock Interview
Program
5:00 pm
LL102

Write a brief.

$25,000 KeyCite "The Key to Good Law"
GRAND PRIZE: $25,000

Scholarship Contest

FIRST PRIZE: $10,000

A FREE LEATHER PORTFOLIO FOR THE FIRST 2 ,000 ENTRIES!

SECOND PRIZE: $5,000

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES IS MARCH 15, 1999.

ENTER YOUR BRIEF SUPPORTING THIS STATEMENTS

KeyCite is more accurate, current, comprehensive and easier to use than any other citator.
KeyCite" is West Group's revolutionary citation research
service. It's the "Key to Good Law""' because you can use
KeyCite to check for good law and find related cases quickly
and easily.
Last year, three talented law students won a total of
$40,000 in scholarships. Now it's your chance! Your brief
must be a minimum of 500 words.
You can win up to $25,000 toward your educational
expenses if your suggestion is judged as the winning entry.

The first 2,000 entries will receive a FREE leather portfolio.
So get acquainted with KeyCite on Westlaw® at your
earliest opportunity. (If you need a Westlaw password, ask
your West Group Academic Account Manager or Westlaw
Student Representative.)
Then give us your best brief on why you feel KeyCite
is more accurate, current,
comprehensive and easier to
use than any other citator.

KeyCite

SEND YOUR ENTRY TO: KeyCite Contest, P.O. Box 8551, Prospect Hts., IL 60070
or go to: www.westgroup.com/keycite/contest.htm

WEST GROUP
The frodemarks shown within are used under license

Bancroft-Whitney • Clark Boardman Callaghan• Lawyers Cooperative Publishing •Westlaw • West Publishing

OFFICIAL RULES No Purchase Necessary 1 To enter write a brief supporting the statement KeyCite is mofe accurate current, comprehensive and easier to use than any other citator On one or more pieces of plain 8' '2" X 1 1 paper, hand-print or type your entry with a minimum <0300 words in English and include your name, law
school yo^ address/phone number at school permanent address/phone number (if different) on the bock and mail to KeyCite Contest. PO Box 8551, Prospect Hts , IL 6 0070. Entries must be postmarked by 3/16/99 and received by 3/23/99. You may also enter by visiting the KeyCite web site at
http //www westgroup com/keycite/contest htm beginning at 12 01am (EST) 1/15/99 through 1 1.59 pm (EST) 3/15/99 and access the contest area Limit one entry per person. Sponsor assumes no responsibility for computer system, hardware, software or program malfunctions or for other errors failures or delays in computer
transmissions or network connections that are human or technical in nature, or for lost late mutilated, illegible, postage-due, incomplete or misdirected mail or entries. 2 All e ntries become the property of the sponsor and none will be returned. 3. Winners will be chosen based on compelling/convincing brief, (50%), c r<rativity/oiiginality, (25%)
and < onci se presentation, (25°o) 4 Entries will be |udged by the KeyCite Advisory Board whose decisions on all matters relating to this contest will be final. Winners will be selected on or about 3/31 /99 and will be notified by mail Duplicate prizes will be awarded in the case of ties. 5. One (I) Grand Prize: $25,000 00 scholarship; One
(1) Fir it Prize $10,000 00 scholarship One (1) Second Prize: $5,000 00 scholarship Prizes will be in the form of certified checks payable to winners, who may use them toward tuition and/or other school-related expenses. Total approximate retail value of all prizes $40,000 00 The first 2,000 entrants wiN r eceive a leather portfolio.
Winners will be notified by mail and winners must execute and return affidavits of eligibility, liability/publicity releases within 21 days of certified mail request or prize will be forfeited and an alternate winner selected on the basis of the criteria described above By a ccepting prizes, winners consent to use of their names, limited personal
information and/or likenesses for advertising/promotion purposes without additional compensation, except where prohibited Prizes not transferable and no prize substitutions albwed All prizes will be awarded provided a sufficient number of qualified entries ere received Submission of an entry 9^on|s Sponsor and its a gents the right to
publish, use, a dapt, edit and/or modify such entry in any way. in c ommerce and in a ny and all media worldwide without limitation and without additional consideration to the entrant Submission of a ny entry further constitutes the entrant s consent to irrevocably assign and transfer to the sponsor any and all rights, title ana interest in a nd to the
entry and the thoughts expressed therein .ncludmg, without Imitation all intellectual property rights Entries must b e the original work of the entrant, may not have won previous awards, may not have been published previously, must n ot infringe upon third-party rights and must be suitable for publication (i.e., may not be obscene or indecent)
Winners are responsible for any federal state or local taxes applicable to prizes. If a prize is w on by a minor, it m ay be awarded in minor's name to a parent or legal guardian, who must sign all required documents 6 Open to legal U S residents 18 vears of oge pr older who are current s tudents of record inlaw schools in t he U.5 and
Puerto Rico at the lime of entry except employees of W est Group and its af filiates and subsidiaries, their respective sales representatives their advertising, promotion and judging agencies; ana the immediate families or household members of e ach \foid where prohibited by law. 7 For a list of w inners, send a self-addressed stamped envelope
by 6/1 /99 to KeyCite Winners list, PO Box 8419 Dept KS, Prospect Hts , IL 60 070 Sponsor West Group, Eagan. MN
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